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• ., .. ····~~ JU..IU\,...,.._,,U..LU like concrete, rock, ceramics and other composites. 
these exhibit elastic-brittle behaviour at a local level (i.e. 

or meso-level), whereas at a global scale (macroscopically) a so-called 
softening behaviour is observed. The development of the various models goes 
often hand with development of new advanced testing techniques, 

emergence of closed-loop test methods, even so-called class-II 
....,;...._, .... .._,,. .. snap..;back phenomena. By starting the analysis from 

material consideration, crack growth processes can be 
detail. disadvantage of such meso- (or sometimes even 

micro-) scale approaches is the enormous computational effort needed, and, 
moreover, experimental determination of the local of the 
...... ~.~ ...... u,~ ... ~ is not always straightforward. Nevertheless, the meso-level models 
seem a promising tool for IJ]aterials engineering, and interest has 
increased over the years. 

to develop a meso-level model for concrete were Roelfstra et 
followed by many others, e.g. Zubelewicz & Bazant 

(1990), Bazant, Tabbara, et al. (1990), Berg & Svensson 
(1992), Schlangen & Van (1992), Beranek & Hobbelman 
(1994) and others. these models have in common 

some way the micro- or meso-structure the material is incorporated 
analysis. Underlying models are either the finite element method, the 

'U-JLA.,...., .. ,.., .......... ..., A~-~ ... ~~ or molecular Moreover, any of 
",...,,.."" ..... r'" must be set, and differences are met as 

Some models are on from the classical strength 
plasticity theory, linear elastic 

on 
have very simple local behaviour laws, 

accessible for everyone. In particular the combination of lattice 
experiments has proven to be very powerful, not in the least 

geometries are generated which can be ...... "._ ... ..., ............... 
"'"'...,...., ................... ...,.., (see Mier (1997)), also because we 

:fracture world develops. Note that geometry is 
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one of the few experimental parameters that is not affected by theoretical 
biases. this overview the elements making up a lattice are presented. 
Some present achievements and directions for the be discussed. 
No explicit examples are shown, but then, ideas prevail above knowledge. 

2 Constructing the lattice 

Constructing a lattice or network starts from a grid of nodal 
(2D) or in space (3D). The grid can be used 
mechanical (or any other physical) relationships between 
or more distantly located points. The grid can be set up from 
rules, with no relationship between the geometry of 
material that is to be analyzed. Alternatively, one can to incorporate 
structure of the material consideration directly into 
present paper we limit ourselves to lattices. 
can be extended to three-dimensional cases, but this is subject of 
and development. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Basic geometrical grids with threefold (a), fourfold (b), nHa:rn•n or 
sixfold (d) symmetry. 

Geometrical constructs in a plane 
Figure 1, four examples of basic plane patterns are n!n1

H"a.rll 

basic grid cell is a triangle (Figure la). Using equilateral triangles, a 
filled completely, and no gaps exists. same can be 

constructed from square cells (Figure 1 b ), or hexagonal cells a 
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1s more 'U.LAL.L'VULU. 

basic grid cells appear. In 1973 Penrose constructed a 
synnnetry (see for (1989)), 

as a quasi-crystal). 
Note this 

grids, irregular grids can 

on a 
A.A.vA.JL.lA..IU.llllA (1992). Starting from a Jl ....... ~,u .. u.u 

is selected at random in 
are closest to one another are "",_.,.,....,,,,"'4-,.. • .rl 

......... uu.v.1 ... .., are prescribed for nodes 
IJ.ll..LUV ... llJ.I.'"' of constructing a network 

. : 
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rotations cpi and q>j, 
displacements and nodal 
Herrmann et al. (1989), 

relations from linear elasticity, 
sectional area A of the element "'"'"""""'"ti"",.,. 

I. Next to the grid ..,..,,...,,...,JU.J•F-, 

elements. Not necessarily 
model. only nonnal ... v .. ,...,..., ...... v.L ............... 

..,...,, ... ,, ............. force lattice is 
.... .l.L • ..., .... ,__... a spring constant K = 
material. fact, 
occur freely. Such models are 

used them to estimate stresses 

·····-... __ _ 

··--... _ 

3 Lattice 
where the relation """"'f-.'"'""'"' .... 

disadvantage of such models is the µ,..,.'"""'"''"' 

to 1/3. When shear forces 
the formulation, a Poisson's ratio U',.. ... , ........... ,,., ... 

cross-section area, the shape and 
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case). further infonnation, the reader is referred to Schlangen & 
..:. ............ ...._,.,....,., (1997) and Vervuurt (1997). 

above view (Figure 3a), the relation between the grid points is 
elasticity. One might also assume that connecting 

= 10·mc>•nf-C' are rigid, that all processes take place in the grid points, as was 
done by Heyden (1996). Heyden looked to the structure of cellulose fibre 
materials. However, one might consider calcium silicate hydrates at a micro
scale, or SIFCON (Slurry Infiltrated Fibre Concrete) at a larger scale, as well. 

interactions occur at the locations where the fibres meet. These are not 
necessarily outer ends of the fibres. Instead, one or more spring-type 
c01mecmJns might exists between two fibres at any location along its length as 

3b. The spring connection may consist of a two-dimensional 
vV.ll .... JU ................... v... with a rotational spring, at least when the model is 

......... u .............. to two dimensions. 

the material structure 

mentioned, the geometrical constructs of section 2.1 resemble real material 
atomic level. The atoms are located in the grid points 

connections are established through stress-separation 
see for example Kelly & MacMillan (1986). It is common 

practice to the force-separation relation to a sine function, for 

. n NaE. 1t a =amax·sm[-(x-lo)J= -.sm[-(x-lo)J 
l lo l 

(1) 

surface energy, and xis the coordinate defining the separation 
two lo is the atomic spacing where the system is 

spacing l (which is equal to the lattice spacing) becomes 
repulsion occurs, whereas under extension, after an increase of the 

stress, softening behaviour is observed. softening behaviour must 
not be confused softening of concrete at the macro-level. The stress-

is depicted Figure 4. Eq. (1) forms a fracture law at the 
for concrete, rock and many other materials we are interested 

the fracture behaviour at a larger scale. The geometrical 
constructs must then be transfonned in order to take into account the structure 

............ ..., .. JI. ........ at level of observation. 
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x separation 

repulsion 

When relationship between the rigid linear elements in a lattice is ....,.....,",.., ...... ,v...., ..... 

at their contact points, the elements are the fibres springs 
between the fibres and some type of matrix material is described. 

for fibrous structure ceinent 
paste, one might assume that Van der Waals forces act at cross-points 
between the fibres. As the distance between the fibres is regulated by 
amount water :material, the RH might be 
"m··~".,,"TII force between the fibres. 

let us return to the structure of the :material when the 
bending beams, bars or springs is used. The effect structure can 

a number of ways. First of all, one can prescribe .,,.,,.,, 11
"""' 

(i.e. Young's modulus or breaking threshold ft 
lattice eleinents, or the presence 

'-.JU.Uv..:i•.1.c.Lu or Weibull distribution can used 
et al. (1997). The second U.§J§J.l.'VU., ....... 

mP.,rn.n.r1 Starting 
rhct·nrt.:•rl .... ,., .... v ............. •F-. to some geometrical rule. This method was 

(1993) Argyris et al (1994). 
rhe<t·nrti:>rl to resemble irregularly shaped grains 

option is to preferential stress flow directions a real :material, for 
~" .............. IJH""' dominant grain contacts. The lattice elements are 
these lines. This was done, for instance, by Beranek & 1-1n.!hhs:>· 1m~1" 

modelling clay :fired bricks and concrete as an assemblage of spheres. 
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a image of a real material structure on 
was Schlangen (1995). After the mapping, again 

VIJ"""'- ......... ,,...., are assigned to falling different phases of 
researchers the two mentioned methods do not 

·-···--•rr"''"" mechanisms in particle vVllUVV0-'-1,,"-'" 

v ..... ..,,'"' ... ..,; .. u by Beranek & Hobbelman (1994). They at 
o-dlm~ns1ona1 ..,._, ...... "_,.,... .............. , ...... ..,,the idea of rigid particles 'swinnning' 

............ ...., .... , ... ,,._ is not realistic as direct particle contacts are omitted 

cr = N < A -

compression, this certainly makes sense, 
lesser importance as be addressed 

.... t-.-..rnrv:.t-.ri.n of the lattice beams is reduced to 
............ ..,,.....,_LJ.1 .. phases 

be modelled by omitting 
..,.., ..... ._,AA,_, others, by Arslan (1995). The fineness of 

determines the size. 

C' • ......,,. .... ,P.:>r case is to use a 
the beams, and to specify a 

case criterion resembles the 
rr<J1,,...n 11rP is governed by stress 

(2) 

cross-sectional area of the lattice element, and ft is the tensile 
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as soon as is exceeded. Crack growth is 
as the result of subsequent removals. advantage 

to crack growth occur a 
obtained manner r'il£l'1n .. :•-n•rt 

remains to be solved. 
fracture law is depicted in Figure 

material parameters are the Young's modulus and the ...,JL ........... u .... u. .. "" ..... .AJL .. .,....,..11. .... ..., ......... 

an alternative, one consider to plasticity 
softening at the level of the lattice elements (Figure 5c ). 
iterative approach is needed, although a step-wise reduction 

threshold case of plasticity, or a decreasing 
breaking the case of softening, may preserve 

step-wise approach. These latter are as ......... .., ..... ...,u 

lines Figure 5b 5c. 

stress stress stress 

strain strain strain 

can be <:IC'C'U'IY>.arl 

..., .. ...., .. .11....._,,_ ... ,"'"'· (a) elastic-purely brittle; (b) Pl':l<~TA_·n1':l<'nf'· 
elastic-softening. 

more complex 
that case, one 
-nr<:i.ron11ra law. 

stress is "''"'~~-.. f-,.,,,.. 

.. n ....... , ............. "" moments following 

where Wis 
nodes i and j 
....... VJLJL.1.LUU .... '-'U• this ,.. ..... t·a ... ,..,.. ... 
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failure problems are met. In that case a Mohr-Coulomb type failure law seems 
to make more sense, as was demonstrated first by Beranek & Hobbehnan 
(1994), and was later confirmed by Van Mier & Van Vliet (1996). In that case 
the failure law is 

_ !_ [-1 ± ~ 1 + 4( DIN act )2 ] 
Fcrit - Ft· 2 

2 (DI Nact) 
(4) 

where Fr is the maximum tensile load which can be carried by the lattice 
element. Using the failure law of eq. (4), the biaxial failure contour of concrete 
can be computed. A closed envelope in the compression-compression regime 
is found, whereas an open ended envelope is computed in the compression
compression regime when the failure law of eq. (3) is used. From macro
scopic finite element analysis it is well known that the Mohr-Coulomb criterion 
is quite suitable for concrete and many types of rocks. 

5 Trends and future developments 

The advantage of the lattice type models, as well as continuum based models 
where the structure of the material is included in the model (i.e. numerical 
concrete), is the capability to compute (or simulate) macroscopic material 
laws. In particular for fracture problems, an important size and boundary 
condition dependency exists (see for example in Van Mier (1997)), which can 
be simulated by simply taking into account the experi-mental conditions of the 
experiments that are compared to the outcome from the simulations. These 
experimental conditions include loading platens, hinges, actuators, guiding 
devices and other elements normally considered as part of the testing 
environment. 

The question is now whether the above mentioned lattice models are a 
sufficient tool to capture all aspects of material behaviour. Less is true of 
course. Problems where a hydrostatic compressive stress occurs, or when 
frictional effects may be expected, are more difficult to capture, as was the 
experience over the past few years. Moreover, many of the models have 
focused on particle composites, whereas important developments in material 
technology include fibrous materials and laminates as well. In principle the 
model can be used for such materials as well, provided of course that the 
essential additions, such as a frictional slip element, are included in the lattice 
model. Important seems to preserve the step-wise approach where in each step 
of the analysis a single element is removed, or a certain parameter in a lattice 
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element is changed (for example aforementioned step-wise reduction 
Young's modulus of a lattice element). 

Another important development is to include three-dimensional '-'AA ... ,...,'-"· 

date most models were limited to two-dimensions. It is obvious 
............. ...,._ ...... ,...., process concrete and types of rock is a complex 
dimensional growth process. details of the fracture process are ......... ..,..,..., ..... 

one limits the simulations to plane-stress. In the end, for problems 
as a analysis is needed. 

The other open questions concern dynamic, fatigue (including 
closure effects) and creep behaviour, as well as coupled problems 
combination of drying shrinkage and behaviour, or .. ..., ... A._..., ... , ................ 

effects (for instance from hydration in young hardening concrete) 
a mechanical analysis. such effects may 

lead to a more complete description (or as some researchers would 
prediction) of laboratory scale experiments. In this respect it 
-rnt:>•nti,r.n.:•r1 that a procedure for estimating the properties of 
..., ... ..., ..... ....., ..... .._..,, is an essential step of this class 
fracture models. 

So where we the 
? Several possibilities have been sketched in the past, namely, as 
designing laboratory scale fracture experiments, as a to 
,..'"',"lrU"\•r\011;-,,. materials, as a pre-processor to determine the effective -rin...,t-,,. ... .,, 

models for macroscopic finite element analysis of 
reinforced concrete structures, or as a direct application for the analysis 
structural details such as the problem From experiments. new 
JU. ...... ..,. ..... ,, ...... ..., • ..,. ...... is needed to tune namely on the ,,~ ... .-or. ""v 

crack growth process and crack patterns is needed. The fractal character 
such patterns may be a tool assessing the material parameters lattice 
models. This approach seems to because a direct evaluation 
geometrical patterns is needed only. As was argued before, 
geometry seems the only direct quantity theoretical 
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